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Children of JKG and SKG took part 
in this competition. The venue was 
lively with dynamic and spectacular 
full scale dance performance.

Halloween dance

Dindigul

                       Utsav means a festival celebration or any joyous occasion 
It also carry the meaning of delight merriment and pleasure Bodhi Utsav.
 was  really a merriment for the Dindigul campus  where the children
 showcase their talents in all the competitions.

Bodhi  Utsav

VELAMMAL
BODHI CAMPUS



  Mime 

          

     Tribal dances are an essential part of many 

cultures, and they often reflect the symbolism cultures, and they often reflect the symbolism 
and beliefs of the tribe or culture that performs 
them. Whether it’s a celebratory dance or a 
mourning dance, these ceremonies are often 
filled with importance and are a vital part of the 
culture.

 Tribal dances are a fascinating part of the world’s history and culture. They are also an 
essential part of tribal ceremonies, and as such, they are a necessary part of the fabric of tribal 
life. Dancing is a way of expressing oneself and communing with the spirit world, and it 
is through the dances that tribes pass on their traditions and culture to the next genera-
tion. Our Dindigul Grade one Velamalian performed Brazil tribal dance, which has brought 
laurels to the campus. Our students had enjoyed the tribal dance with extreme happiness.

                                       
The tribal society is essential a self  contained system while it may 

                                                       possess sophisticated culture and social

         structures. 

      Tribal dance

                       Mime is an  art or a technique of 
portraying a characters ,mood, Idea or narration 
by gestures on body moments. In bodhi  Utsav
 our students mime was remarkable spreading
 impact on good habits.



                             I can do it was a gateway for the children to horn the public 

speaking skill and competitive spirits. Book review, story reviews, story telling 

were some of the competitions conducted. 

         The programwas Kaleidoscope of thoughts, views and criticism. 

                Fireless cooking clay Modelling and ad-act were the competition,                 Fireless cooking clay Modelling and ad-act were the competition, which 

most of the students. It provided a platform for the student to foster their creative 

and decision making skills Which also to demonstrate their culinary  knowledge 

and skills.

I can do it
“The best part of competition is that through it we discover what we are capable

of and how much more we can actually do that we ever believe possible”



        All  have responsibility to take proper care for children to commit

  themselves to their development and to prepare them for the future. 

 The program empowered the parents in dealing with difficult situation

  and to give the children proper guidance in hygiene diet screen time 

 etc. Mr.Shathyaseelan gave a solution to the parents about the dilemmas

 and challenges.

My Happy Childhood

    An orientation 

to child rearing 

named “My Happy 

Childhood” was 

conducted for the 

parents of JKG to 

Grade 5.Grade 5.



              In an effort to lay a strong foundation of Mathematics Math club 

activities were conducted. Egg carton multiplication, tan animals  activity 

or some  of the activities which led the children to learn different topics. 

          The activities enhanced the thinking and Math problem solving skills 

of the young ones, the club activity were really a success in intriguing the

 students about the exciting world of Mathematics

"Mathematics gives us hope that every problem has a solution" 

Mathematics
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